PERMIAN OPERATOR ACCELERATES
ACQUISITION DATA ONBOARDING
WITH GROOPER AI-POWERED
LAND DATA EXTRACTION
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Business Situation and Paper Data Challenge
The operator is a large-cap independent oil & gas producer headquartered
in Midland, Texas. The company has extensive operations across the
Permian Basin, the epicenter for the US Shale Revolution and primary
driver for domestic production growth. Consequently, West Texas and
Eastern New Mexico have seen a massive increase in leasing activity in the
past two decades, requiring operators to maintain large volumes of land
and legal records.
As with other operators in the region, the producer’s land and accounting
department face multiple challenges in managing land data and
documents. Driven by unprecedented drilling and production
momentum in the Permian Basin, leases have become more complex
than ever. Labyrinthine ownership
structure, multiple depths, and
shorter-term leases require
ongoing records management
and analysis. And with the
speed of operations
accelerating in the Permian Basin,

PERMIAN BASIN

land teams are struggling
to keep pace.
The operator utilizes commercial
accounting software to track, allocate, and
disburse payments to its mineral, royalty, and
non-operated interest owners. The operator previously used a land
management software product to manage division orders and other lease
data required to process revenue, however the system proved
cumbersome and unreliable, leaving the producer’s land department to
manually enter lease data into its accounting software.
Following a series of acquisitions, the operator had amassed a backlog of
more than two thousand leases related to its assets in the Permian and
the San Juan Basin, representing half a million pages of lease documents.
The operator wanted to rapidly process and load this large volume of
unstructured data for more efficient reporting and analysis.
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Top Business Benefits
The operator estimates that a lease analyst contractor would
normally spend at least thirty minutes coding one lease, not
including the time required to load scanned images into its
document management system. Assuming one hour per lease
and two contractors, the producer would normally be able to load
up to 16 leases per day, requiring 145 days to load the 2,321 lease
files from its extensive backlog. However, leveraging the BIS
managed document conversion service and Grooper, the
producer was able to load as many as 218 leases per day and
process all of its acquisition files in less than two weeks, resulting
in a 92% reduction in the time required using traditional methods.
BIS and Grooper transformed the large backlog of unstructured
land data and documents into actionable information in days
rather than months. As a result, the operator’s land department
was able to rapidly analyze lease information, provisions, and
ownership. And the company’s accounting team were able to
rapidly onboard division orders and other data required to
process monthly revenue. Plus, by eliminating the need to
manually process leases using contractors, the operator was able
to cut G&A costs associated with processing acquisition data.
What’s more, the operator has deployed the Grooper intelligent
document processing software internally following the initial data
migration project. Grooper is used daily by the company’s land
staff to process the volume of lease records related to its ongoing
drilling and field development initiatives. Using standard
scanning equipment and Grooper, a single lease analyst can now
process up to 15 lease files per day, a considerable improvement
over previous methods.
Importantly, Grooper enables the operator to keep pace with
complex and increasing lease activity in the Permian Basin. And
for future acquisitions, the operator can rely on BIS to rapidly
onboard large volumes of land records and any other critical
business information it relies on.
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